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Abstract:
The Remote Field Eddy Current (RFEC) technique has show capability of detecting
corrosion that is deeply hidden, up to one inch, in aircraft structures. This technique has
been applied to testing quite a few specimens representative of a number of different
aircraft parts. Experiences have shown that a corrosion defect can be clearly
characterized using its RFEC signals. Examples include:
1. The phase angle at a certain point of a corrosion signal has a close-to-linear
relationship to the remaining thickness of the metal above the corrosion defect. In
other word, the signal tells the depth location of a corrosion defect.
2. The shape of a corrosion defect can be estimated by a contour line of certain value
set in the Y component image of the signal;
More detailed information and a few examples will be given in the paper.
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Introduction
Early detection of hidden corrosion in aircraft becomes a major public, manufacturer
and government concern for economy and safety. Quite a few of different nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) techniques have been applied to aircraft corrosion detection. However,
until now deeply hidden corrosion remains undetectable unless aircraft components are
disassembled that is costly and time consuming.
A number of new techniques are currently under development. The Remote Field Eddy
Current (RFEC) technique is among the tops in aspect of penetration depth, overall cost,
convenience in use, etc [1].
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce a way for building calibration standard for
the RFEC technique in detecting aircraft corrosion.

The RFEC Phenomenon was first observed in metallic tubes, see Figure 1. When lowfrequency AC current is applied to the drive coil in the tube, the pickup coil, that is a few
outer diameters (OD) away from the drive coil, senses a signal that is closely related to
tube wall conditions, its thickness, conductivity, and permeability. The most interesting
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Figure 1. Remote Field Eddy Current Phenomenon in a metallic tube
points are: 1). signal phase angle has a linear relation with the wall thickness; 2). It
detects much deeper flaws in the tube wall and has equal sensitivity to a flaw irrespective
to its location in the wall. Skin-depth is no longer the limit of the penetration depth. 3). A
typical RFEC response to a defect is a double-peak signal, one appears when the drive
coil is passing the defect; the other one does when the pickup coil is passing the defect.
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Figure 2. Typical RFEC response to a defect: double-peak signal
If low-frequency AC current is applied to a coil laying on a conducting object of flat
geometry, the RFEC phenomenon does not take place, because there is no restriction to
energy diffusion along the direct coupling path. To make the RFEC phenomenon happen
on an object of flat geometry (FG RFEC) a specially designed shield/magnetic-circuit
unit is used in a FG RFEC probe to block or minimize energy diffusion along the direct
energy coupling path and focus the energy going downwards through the conducting wall,
see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Working principle of a FG RFEC probe
Distinguishing Features of FG RFEC Technique & SSEC System
Compared to conventional eddy current technique (ECT) the FG RFEC technique and
Super Sensitive Eddy Current (SSEC) system have the following advantages:
1. Higher sensitivity: capable of detecting stress corrosion cracking (SCC).
2. Deep penetration: capable of detecting deeply hidden corrosion & cracks.
3. Simple to use: similar to a conventional ECT system.
4.

Lower power requirement. Current drive power is ~ 0.4 [Ampere-Volt]

5. Capable of accommodating alternative, non-coil, types of magnetic sensors
6. Capable of driving multi-phase traveling/rotating magnetic wave probes.
This paper will be concentrating on the advantage 2 and discuss only the capability of
corrosion detection. The discussion will be based on the test results obtained from two
probes, RF4mm V.3 Opt.3 and RF2mm V.3, see Figure 4. RF4mm V.3 Opt.3 is relatively
large probe and has higher penetration depth. Its drive-coil-center to pickup-coil-center
distance, CCD), is 1.15”. RF2mm V.3 is smaller and has higher resolution with its signals,
its CCD = 0.3”.

RF-4 mm V.3
Footprint: 0.85” x 2.15”
Coil Center-to-Center Distance,
CCD = 1.15”

RF-2 mm V.3
Footprint: 0.3” x 0.62”
Coil Center-to-Center Distance,
CCD = 0.3”

Figure 4. Photo-pictures of two typical FG RFEC probes

To show the high sensitivity and penetration ability of FG RFEC technique and SSEC
system we are going to provide some typical test results of the two probes. These test
results will also be used later on to discuss building calibration standards.
Typical Performance of RF4mm V.3 Opt. 3
Example 1.
The specimen is shown in Figure 5. It is a three layer 7075 T6 specimen. Each layer
has its thickness of 0.125”, 0.5”, and 0.125”, respectively. The total thickness is 0.750”.
Two spherical-shaped simulated corrosion defects are located on the bottom surface of
the second layer. The maximum depth, D = 0.025”, called Example 1.1, and D = 0.075”
for the second defect, called Example 1.2.
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Figure 5. Specimen of Example 1.
We are going to define location, L, the distance from top surface of a specimen to the top
of a defect. In Example 1.1 L = 0.600”. In Example 1.2 L=0.55”. A 200 Hz AC current is
applies to the probe excitation coil. Figures 6 and 7 show the three-dimensional
distribution of signal imaginary, Y, for Example 1.1 and Example 1.2, respectively. The
results show that the two defects have been detected.
.

Figure 6. Imaginary, Y, of Example 1.1

Figure 7. Imaginary, Y, of Example 1.2

Example 2.1:
The specimen is shown in Figure 8. It consists of five 2024 T3 sheets, two layers of
them are 0.1” thick; other two are 0.19” thick; the fifth layer is a 0.063” thick corrosion
sample professionally made by Center for Non-destructive Evaluation of Iowa State
University. The total thickness is 0.643”. A number of square-shaped corrosion defects of

different dimensions but with the same corrosion depth, D=0.040”, are made on the
backside of the corrosion sample, see Figure 9. We have made two C-scans on two
defects. The first one is a 3”×3”× 0.040” defect, called Example 2.1.1. The second defect
is a 0.5”×0.5”× 0.040” defect, called Example 2.1.2.
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Figure 8. Sketch of Example 2.1.
3.0” × 3.0” × 0.040" chemical thinning on the bottom

CNDE Specimen #15
(0.063” thick)
0.5” × 0.5” × 0.040" chemical thinning on the bottom
Figure 9. Sketch of CNDE corrosion Sample No. 15
A 200 Hz AC current is applies to the probe excitation coil. Figures 10 and 11 show
the three-dimensional distribution of signal imaginary, Y, for Example 2.1.1 and
Example 2.1.2, respectively. Notice, the square-shape of the 3”×3”× 0.040” corrosion
defect can be clearly seen in Figure 10. The 0.5”×0.5”× 0.040” defect is also detected, but
we are not able to tell its shape from Figure 11.

Figure 10. Imaginary, Y, of Example 2.1.1

Figure 11. Imaginary, Y, of Example 2.1.2

Example 2.2:
The specimen is made of the same 2024-T3 sheets as used in Example 2.1, but the
0.063” one, the CNDE Corrosion Sample #15, has been moved one layer, 0.190”, up and
the location L becomes 0.413”, see Figure 12. The corresponding test results are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. It can be seen that the signal/noise ratio of the two signals becomes
higher, but the shape of the 0.5”×0.5”× 0.040” defect is still smearing.
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Figure 12. Sketch of Example 2.1.

Figure 13. Imaginary, Y, of Example 2.2.1

Figure 14. Imaginary, Y, of Example 2.2.2

Example 3:
The specimen is shown in Figure 15. It consists of three aluminum sheets. The
thickness of each layer is 0.26”, 0.05” and 0.063”, respectively. The total thickness is
0.373”. The third layer is a CDNE Corrosion Sample No. 5. The number and sizes of
square-shaped corrosion defects are the same as in Sample No. 15, but the corrosion
depth, D=0.006”. We have made one C-scans on the 0.5”×0.5”× 0.006” defect. The test
result is shown in Figure 16. The figure indicates that small and shallow defect, relative
thinning is about 1.6%, is still detectable using FG RFEC Probe RF4mm V.3 Opt. 3.
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Figure 15. Sketch of Example 3

Figure 16. Signal magnitude of Example 3
Typical Performance of RF2mm V.3
Example 4.
The specimen is shown in Figure 17. It consists of four 2024 T3 sheets, two layers of
them are 0.05” thick; the third layer is 0.032” thick; the fourth layer is a 0.063” thick
CNDE Corrosion Sample No.1. The total thickness is 0.195”. The number and sizes of
square-shaped corrosion defects are the same as in Sample No. 15, but the corrosion
depth, D=0.002”. We have made one C-scans on the 0.5”×0.5”× 0.002” defect. The test
result is shown in Figure 18. The figure indicates that small and shallow defect, relative
thinning is about 1.1%, is still detectable using FG RFEC Probe RF2mm, but the
signal/noise ration is small and the defect shape is smearing.
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Figure 17. Sketch of Example 4
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Figure 18. Signal imaginary, Y, of Example 4
A. 3-D plot. B. 2-D image compared with the outer contour of the corrosion defect
Example 5:
The specimen is made of three layers of 2024-T3 sheets each with thickness of 0.050”,
0.050” and 0.063”, respectively, see Figure 19. The 0.063” is CNDE Corrosion Sample
#5, in that all corrosion defects of 0.006” deep. We made two scans, one is over the
1.0”×1.0”× 0.006” defect, Example 5.1; the other is over the 0.5”×0.5”× 0.006” defect,
Example 5.2. The corresponding test results are shown in Figures 20 and 21. It can be
seen that using smaller size FG RFEC probe with shallower location, smaller L, we can
see the square-shape of defects up to certain depth.
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Figure 19. Sketch of Example 4

Figure 20. Imaginary, Y, of Example 5.1

Figure 21. Imaginary, Y, of Example 5.2

Building Calibration Standards
We are going to discuss a simple calibration scheme where only three basic parameters
describing a corrosion defect are to be estimated. They are, see Figure 22:
Corrosion Depth, D.
Location, L. Or, which layer? Top or Bottom Surface?
Size and Approximate Shape.
L
D

Figure 22. Three basic parameters describing a corrosion defect
There are two major challenges related to the parameter estimation.
1.Location & Depth Estimation –

Knowing signal magnitude isn’t enough to tell anything about a defect, because it is a
function of both depth, D and location, L, of the defect. Phase angle is what used in
conventional eddy current technique (ECT) to tell a defect location. However, in ECT the
relation is not so straightforward. How the phase angle of an RFEC signal behaves?
2.Size & Shape Estimation –
It is known, from RFEC technique for tube inspection, that an RFEC probe gives a
double-peak signal when it passes a single defect and is difficult to be used for defect
shape characterization. Does a FG RFEC probe tell defect shape information?
Several experimental studies have been carried. They show:
1. Signal phase angle obtained from a FG RFEC probe is a monotonic function of

defect location.
2. A FG RFEC probe does give a single-peak signal from a defect if the defect is

located at certain depth from the inspection surface. Therefore, the shape & size
can be estimated from signal image.
Figure 23 shows a test sample, as an example. The sample is made from five
aluminum layers with thickness of 0.040”, 0.100”, 0.190”, 0.063”, and 0.032”,
respectively. Artificial corrosion defects are made on the last two layers: a single 3”×3”×
0.040” defect is made on the 0.063” thick sheet; while two Φ 1.0” defects with depth of

0.010” and 0.020” are made on the 0.032” thick sheet. Combinations of the three defects
give three defect depths at the center of the sample. We see the combined 0.063” and
0.032” sheets as a single layer and move it from the sample bottom, the fourth layer, to
the location right below the 0.040” sheet, the second layer and get three different defect
locations, L = 0.063”, L = 0.163” and L = 0.353”. Figures 23 and 24 show the phase
angle and imaginary, Y, measured at different defect depths using RF4mm V.3 Opt.3.
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Figure 22. A test sample to generate calibration standard data.
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Figure 23. Signal phase angle as a
function of L at different defect depth D.
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Figure 24. Signal Y as a function of L at
different defect depth D.

It can be seen that the signal phase angle has a monotonic relation with defect location,
L, while at a given L it does not vary much with defect depth. This observation is the
fundamental of building the FG RFEC signal calibration standard.
To ease the calibration process we can plot the result differently as shown in Figures 25
and 26. These two curve can serve as calibration standard for a defect found between the
2nd and the fourth layers
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Figure 25. Phase to defect depth, D,
relation at different defect location, L.

D
Figure 26. Imaginary, Y, to defect depth,
D, relation at different defect location, L.

Suggested Calibration Standard for estimation of defect Location & Depth
1.From a given signal phase angle using the left figure to figure out corrosion defect
location, which layer, on top or bottom surface.
2.For a given location using the right figure to estimate the corrosion depth.
Corrosion Size & Shape Estimation
To make sure that the size and shape of a corrosion defect can be approximately
estimated we first need to check if a FG RFEC signal has only a single-peak. The first
test we have carried out is shown in Figure 27. The specimen is made of a stack of
varying thickness, or varying number of layers, aluminum sheets to make different L to a
material break, which is two pieces of 0.040” thick aluminum sheets in contact on their
sides. 200 Hz AC is applies to RF4mm V.3 Opt..3 drive coil. The test results are
illustrated in Figure 28.
Varying # of layers & Location, L

Material Break with air-gap length, G= 0.00”
Figure 27. Specimen to verify single-peak response of a FG RFEC probe
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Figure 28. With increase of L signal varies from double-peak to single-peak

To go deeper we made two changes to the first test. First change is to use f = 100Hz;
the second change is to replace the material break with a 0.15” long air-gap between the
two 0.040” sheet, see Figure 29.

Varying # of layers & Location, L

Material break with air-gap length, G= 0.15”
Figure 29. Modified specimen to verify single-peak response of a FG RFEC probe
L = 0.54”

L = 0.64”

L = 0.73”

Figure 30. Single-peak imaginary, Y, of RF4mm V.3 Opt.3 at f = 100 Hz and L ≥ 0.54”
Corrosion Size & Shape Estimation
From our limited test results we have found the 0.32*Ymax contour line in signal
imaginary image represents in most cases the size and shape of a flat-bottom defect.
Figure 31 shows two examples taken from Example 2.1.1, see Figures 8 and 10, and
Example 2.2.1, see Figures 12 and 13. However, a 0.32*Ymax contour line may be
different from the detected corrosion defect when L is small and drive frequency is low.
Figure 32 shows the difference, in one example, and its decrease with increase of
frequency. Actually this different should not bother with the size and shape estimation,
because a higher frequency or a smaller probe is supposed to used at lower L. Also, the
size and shape can be corrected with a signal-processing algorithm.
Figure 33 shows that the difference can be minimized if a smaller probe, say RF2mm
V.3. is used. Actually, a smaller FG RCEC probe can be used when L is not very large.
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Imaginary Y
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A. Example 2.1.1.

B. Example 2.2.1

Figure 31. Two examples showing that in signal imaginary image represents in
most cases the size and shape of a flat-bottom defect
A.
RF4mm
200 Hz
L=0.125”

0.32*Ymax
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B.
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2 kHz
L=0.125”
Corrosion
Edges
Figure 32. For shallow corrosion shape distortion decreases with increase of frequency.
Figure 32. B tells that the “0.32*Ymax contour line” method works even when defect
dimension, Φ0.75”, is slightly smaller that probe’s CCD, 1.15”. However, it does not
apply to the case when the defect dimension is much smaller than the probe’s CCD.
Figure 34 shows that for probe RF4mm with CCD=1.15” the “0.32” factor works well for
Cases 1, Example 2.1.1, when the defect is 3”×3”×0.040”, but needs correction for Case
2, Example 2.1.2 when defect dimensions, 0.5”×0.5”×0.040”, are too small
comparatively to CCD. Figure 35 shows that more correction is needed when D/L
decreases.
For probe RF2mm, CCD=0.3”, the “0.32” factor works well for Cases 1, Example 5.1
& 2, Example 5.2, but needs correction for Case 3, Example 4, when D/L is very small.
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Figure 33. Shape distortion can be minimized with small-sized probe
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Figure 34. “0.32” factor works well for Cases 1, but needs correction for Case 3
when defect dimensions are much smaller than the probe’s CCD = 1.15”
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Figure 35. More correction is needed for Case 2 when D/L decreases.
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Figure 36. Behavior of the “0.32” factor for signal obtained by Probe RF2mm.
Enhanced Edge in RFEC Signal Due to Designed Probe Structure
The two probes have been designed with enhanced edge signal, or edge enhancement.
It helps with defect shape estimation. However, it changes the signal values measured in
the defect area and causes error in defect calibration, especially for small size defects and
defects with large L. From left plot of Figure 37 we can see the “red” enhanced edge
signal from a Φ0.75 × 0.003”, L = 0.060” flat bottom defect. In this case we may still get
some close-to-real value signals in the defect center area. However, in the right plot the
red color, or enhanced edge signal, covers the whole defect area.

Φ 0.75 × 0.003”, L = 0.060”

Φ 0.75 × 0.003”, L = 0.123”

Summary and Future Work
1. Corrosion parameters can be calibrated based on the following features of FG RFEC
probe signals:
a. Monotonic relation of signal phase to defect location, L;
b. At a given L imaginary, Y value increases with increase of defect depth, D;
c. An RFEC signal becomes of single-peak when L is greater than a certain
value.
2. A calibration process has been suggested. It consists of three steps:

a. Determine location L, or on which layer and top or bottom surface, the defect
is located using phase angle information;
b. Estimate corrosion depth, D, based on the determined L and signal Y.
c. Estimate defect size and shape based on the image of signal Y of a defect.
3. The accuracy of size & shape estimation depends on:
a. Defect/probe size ratio;
b. Frequency and defect location.
4. The enhanced edge feature of current probes creates error in defect size & shape
estimation. Possible solutions include
a. Design new probes with less edge enhancement should be developed.
b. Find out correction parameters.
c. Develop a signal process algorithm.
5. More future work includes application of the suggested calibration process to aircraft
applications.
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